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connections to carry both network and SAN traffic up to the N5K.Mar 29, 2012 . All interface
configuration is performed on the Nexus 5000, where every or 3750 switches, except that the
2000s are connected to a 5000 via 10. .. Yes you could deploy the Nexus 5k 2k in any
deployment, but Cisco will . May 6, 2012 . Know what those non-Cisco switches connected
into each Nexus 7010 mean from a vPC was up on the 7k's as well as the 5k's. for testing along
with a 3750 switch that was going to serve as the connection point for the . Oct 15, 2010 . You
CAN connect a switch to a Nexus Fabric Extender. BPDU Guard is a Cisco interface feature
that immediately disables an interface if a . Apr 26, 2015 . Here are a few Cisco Nexus 5000 CLI
commands that i've put together for reference. feature fex (Used when connecting Nexus 2k's)
spanning-tree vlan 1 priority 4096 (Makes this switch the root for vlan 1) description Uplink-toCisco-3750 (Gives the port-channel interface a description) switchport . Jan 15, 2012 . Nexus
5000 Tips for Catalyst Admins · Markku Leiniö. This article is meant to help the Cisco Catalyst
admins to get some hold of Nexus 5000 series switch.. . I am connecting a 3750X directly to a
Nexus 5548. Is QoS . Jan 18, 2012 . I created trunk ports on both switches connecting to
ports1.3.. . like Cisco 3750 series switches (e.g. 2x 3750E's) you can stack them to make. I tried
to configure vPC on the Nexus to the LTM's, but I could never get it to work.Jun 22, 2010 . Part 9
– Do: Connect Cisco UCS to vPC domains with vPC uplinks a Fabric Interconnect running in
End Host Mode to a nexus 5k vPC, what. .. My server team wants to connect a VMotion switch
to the UCS so. We have a 3750x Stack with 10GB uplink ports configured in Port Channel with
two 6100's.May 19, 2011 . One is that 10Gb Ethernet are now standard connections on servers.
network switches are similar to the Cisco 6500 or a stack of Cisco 3750 Gigabit switches,. This
is where the Cisco Nexus 5000 switches come into play.May 27, 2013 . 3560/3750s are great
switches, have decent buffers, and they usually work part of that refresh is to move TOR to
Nexus 2000 FEXs or Nexus 5000s.. A Nexus box connecting desktops would also be a less
than ideal plan.
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